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North America
Before the first Europeans arrived in North America, millions of Native

Americans, or Indians, lived across the continent. They made up more

than 1,000 different cultures, with widely different customs' lan$uapies'

and ways of life. This map shows some of the major culture groups

using shaded areas. specifrc $roups are labeled directly on the map'
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I Living near the
Shawnee and
Tuscarora in
the Southeast
were the

5 This group,lived
in present-day

California.
7 The name of

this group of
Southwest
Indians comes
from the Spanish
word for "village."

l0 Along the coast
north of California
were the
Coast cultures.

1l The Pomo were
part of which
Indian culture?

12 The Paiute, Klamath,
and Shoshone were
all part of this culture.

16 In the flat area at the center of the United
States lived the cultures.

l7 These people lived in the very southeastern tip
of the United States.

19 The eastern part of the United States was home
to the Eastern cultures.

2l The Ottawa, Huron, and Sauk lived nearwhich
huge bodies of water?

22 The Indian group that lived in the far north.
23 The Tlingit used the Ocean as a

source of food.
24 This group lived in the present-day state of

Maine.

Down
2 One of the Great Lakes is named after this

group.

3 The Timucua lived in the present-day state
of

4 The environment of the Eastern Woodlands
was mostly

T:

6 The Pima and Hopi were part of which
culture?

8 These people lived in western Alaska.

9 A state in the center of the United States takes
its name from the people named

ll This group that lived in the northern plains
has the same name as a bird,

13 The Narragansett Indians fished in this ocean.

14 A state is named after this Eastern Woodland
group.

15 This region of Indian cultures means "below
arctic."

l8 These Indians lived near the border of Mexico.
20 This group lived near the Great Lakes, but now

there is a city in Florida with its name.
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DID YOU KNOW?
Among the many crops first grown by

Native Americans were tomatoes,
potatoes, artichokes, and squashes.
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